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About This Game

Think, Roll, Match, Survive!

InnerCube is an action-puzzle game, where you control a multi-colored cube using the keyboard to navigate around a grid.
Capture colored tiles by rolling the identical color on the cube on top of a tile.

Choose from two different modes: a challenging Puzzle Mode where every move counts or a fast and frantic Survival Mode!

 How long can you survive?

 100+ Puzzle Levels and 7 Sectors.

 Unlock new levels, Gold Status and Perfect Status in Puzzle Mode.

Puzzle Mode

 Solve Puzzle levels by collecting color tiles.

 105 levels of mind bending action.

 Earn Gold status by completing a level under the target number of moves; earn Perfect status by completing a level in
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the minimum number of moves possible.

Survival Mode

 Score as many points as you can before getting trapped!

 Collect bombs to get yourself out of trouble.

 Capture tiles in quick succession for huge combo bonuses!

 30 different score rankings.
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Useless game, Just one server and totally bugged and abandoned.. Fun CYOA with cool comic artwork. Worth replaying over
and over to find all the endings and rooms.
Ultimately quite a short experience - but well worth it for Comics/CYOA fans.. Great game!
Please port all the Yakuza games to Steam and I will keep buying them.. Really average, you should stick to Max Payne who is
clearly the inspiration for this game.

It was fun for a while though and I did finish the whole thing.

Buy it only if it is on sale and really cheap.. Dungeon\/horror\/puzzle, find a way out - game, with nice graphics and atmosphere.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ncEibK5x2Bg. A deceptively simple and graphically minimal game with chill electronic
music, Vertex Dispenser is both fun and challenging - offering one part problem solving and one part competitive strategy. We
greatly enjoyed the multiplayer vs. A.I. more than anything, though.

The main shortcoming is the extreme minimalism. The game could do with a bit of polish in its UI and graphics. Simple doesn't
have to mean sloppy. Nevertheless, one of my favorites in the genre since the first Hexxagon.
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So maybe I was spoiled by sports sim developers such as OOTPD, which create amazingly in-depth sims for baseball and
hockey. Front Office Football Seven is a disgrace to sports sims.

In addition to the absolutely hideious UI, the built-in features are laughable. You can't even edit players' ratings. What gives?

An ideal sports sim will let you have complete control over your fictional world. All aspects of the league should be editable.

In this game, you can simply create a league, then have to abide by all real-world rules without being able to tweak the league in
any way.

Worst part is, I actually posted a few questions about this game in the forum. I asked how to edit a few things, like player
ratings, rosters, etc. And guess what? The developers deleted my post.

I can put up with sub-par games. BUt what I won't put up with is developers who moderate the Steam discussion boards to the
point where they are deleting posts that are conducive to the success of their game. Do they not think other people would have
similar questions? To me, it seems like they wanted to hide the game's limitations from the public. The fact that they had to
delete any posts mentioning missing features just goes to prove that.. In my opinion, the game is not bad.
Despite the art and script might be a little off, but i like the idea of the VN game unlike other.

:3. One of the best TD game + it have a scenario! A story!. Oh man, I was gonna give this one a positive review at first. The idea
of defending your units from the enemy with walls was completely new to me in a TD. It's flawed, but it was something truly
fresh (to me at least!).

But then I kept playing and, well, the content just isn't there. DIfficulty ramps up at a snail's pace. Enemies are all the same and
boring. You only get 3 towers, they all do basically the same job. You are limited to 25 units....

I liked the idea, I though the visuals were good enough, but the fun just isn't there sadly.

Might be worth just a try for curiosity if you can get it dirt cheap, but otherwise skip it.. GAME LAGS A LITTLE
. Seems to be a very linear game told in the form of a poem that sounds almost like the bible in some places. Needless to say, I
only played 12 minutes of it because my computer literally could not take it. :/
I run an AMD Radeon R4, which apparently isn't good enough. First game I've encountered in a long while where the game isn't
worth it to play through due to the lagginess of it all.
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